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Abstract

We propose a general framework for self-supervised

learning of transferable visual representations based on

Video-Induced Visual Invariances (VIVI). We consider the

implicit hierarchy present in the videos and make use of (i)

frame-level invariances (e.g. stability to color and contrast

perturbations), (ii) shot/clip-level invariances (e.g. robust-

ness to changes in object orientation and lighting condi-

tions), and (iii) video-level invariances (semantic relation-

ships of scenes across shots/clips), to define a holistic self-

supervised loss. Training models using different variants

of the proposed framework on videos from the YouTube-8M

(YT8M) data set, we obtain state-of-the-art self-supervised

transfer learning results on the 19 diverse downstream tasks

of the Visual Task Adaptation Benchmark (VTAB), using

only 1000 labels per task. We then show how to co-train

our models jointly with labeled images, outperforming an

ImageNet-pretrained ResNet-50 by 0.8 points with 10×
fewer labeled images, as well as the previous best super-

vised model by 3.7 points using the full ImageNet data set.

1. Introduction

Supervised deep learning necessitates the collection and

manual annotation of large amounts of data, which is often

expensive, hard to scale, and may require domain exper-

tise (e.g., in the context of medical data). Expensive data

annotation hence presents a bottleneck which impedes the

application of deep learning methods to diverse, previously

under-explored problems. Learning transferable visual rep-

resentations, namely representations obtained by training a

model on one task (or collection of tasks) which can then

be adapted to multiple unseen downstream tasks using few

samples, is therefore a key research challenge [69].

An emerging body of work based on self-supervision has

demonstrated that it is possible to learn such transferable

visual representations. The idea is to carefully construct a

pretext task which does not rely on manual annotation, yet

encourages the model to extract useful features from the in-

METHOD MEAN NAT. SPEC. STR.

Ex-ImageNet 59.5 50.5 81.4 56.4

VIVI-Ex(4) 62.5 (+3.0) 55.9 80.9 59.1

VIVI-Ex(4)-Big 63.3 (+3.8) 57.5 81.0 59.5

Semi-Ex-10% [69] 65.3 70.2 81.9 52.7

VIVI-Ex(4)-Co(10%) 67.2 (+1.9) 63.3 82.6 62.9

Sup-100% [69] 66.4 73.5 82.5 52.1

Sup-Rot-100% [69] 68.0 (+1.6) 73.6 83.1 55.5

VIVI-Ex(4)-Co(100%) 69.4 (+3.0) 69.9 83.3 62.1

VIVI-Ex(4)-Co(100%)-Big 71.7 (+5.3) 72.5 84.3 64.7

Table 1: Mean testing accuracy and per-category mean ac-

curacy for models fine-tuned on the 19 diverse downstream

tasks (based on NATural, SPECialized, STRuctured data

sets) from the VTAB benchmark [69]1, using only 1000 la-

bels per task. The proposed unsupervised models (VIVI-

Ex(4) / VIVI-Ex(4)-Big) trained on raw YT8M videos

and variants co-trained with 10%/100% labeled ImageNet

data (VIVI-Ex(4)-Co(10%) / VIVI-Ex(4)-Co(100%)), out-

perform the corresponding unsupervised (Ex-ImageNet),

semi-supervised (Semi-Ex-10%) and fully supervised (Sup-

100%, Sup-Rot-100%) baselines by a large margin.

put. Videos are a promising data modality to design such

pretexts tasks for as they capture variations of the instances

over time which are not present in images. In addition, there

is an abundance of videos available on the Internet covering

almost any imaginable domain. As a result, and with the

recent emergence of research video data sets [1, 59], videos

have been investigated in the context of self-supervision (for

example, [40, 64, 63, 28, 65, 73, 41, 51, 42, 3, 2]). We be-

lieve that a holistic approach which captures these diverse

efforts can be coupled with image-based pretext tasks to fur-

ther improve the performance of self-supervised models.

In this work we propose a novel, versatile video-based

self-supervision framework for learning image representa-

tions. We divide a video data set into its natural hierarchy

1We use Version 1 of the VTAB benchmark (arXiv:1910.04867v1);

please see Appendix E for Version 2 (arXiv:1910.04867v2) results.
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of frames, shots, and videos. The intuition is that the model

can leverage (1) the frames to learn to be robust to color

perturbations or contrast changes, (2) the shot information

to be robust to rigid and non-rigid transformations of objects

in a scene, and that (3) explicitly accounting for the video-

level context should encourage the model to capture seman-

tic relationships of scenes across shots/clips. In contrast to

individual frame, shot, or video-level self-supervision ob-

jectives, our holistic approach yields a representation that

transfers better to a large set of downstream tasks. As an ad-

ditional benefit, our approach does not need to pre-compute

optical flow or motion segmentation masks, nor does it rely

on object tracking.

We train the proposed model on the YouTube-8M

(YT8M) data set (without using video-level labels) and

show that this approach leads to state-of-the-art self-

supervised results on the 19 diverse downstream tasks of

the Visual Task Adaptation Benchmark (VTAB) [69]. We

then show how to co-train the model jointly with labeled

images, outperforming an ImageNet-pretrained ResNet-50

with 10× fewer labeled images. We also investigate the ro-

bustness of our co-training models to natural perturbations

as induced by the variations across nearby frames in videos

[54]. In summary, our contributions are:

• We propose a versatile framework to learn image rep-

resentations from non-curated videos in the wild by

learning frame-, shot-, and video-level invariances.

• We train a variety of models on 3.7M videos from the

YT8M data set and achieve a 3.8% absolute improve-

ment over image/frame-based baselines across the 19

diverse tasks of the VTAB benchmark [69], which sets

new state of the art among unsupervised methods.

• We augment the self-supervised learning (SSL) train-

ing framework with a supervised classification loss us-

ing data from ImageNet. The resulting models out-

perform an ImageNet-pretrained network using only

10% labeled ImageNet images (and no additional un-

labeled ones), and achieve a new state of the art when

co-trained with the full ImageNet data set, outperform-

ing the best previous supervised result by 3.7 points.

2. Related work

Self-supervised learning of image representations SSL

is an active topic of research in the computer vision com-

munity. Recent methods [67, 25, 4, 45, 24, 60] have

advanced the state of the art in terms of learning rep-

resentations that can linearly separate between the 1000

ImageNet categories [50]. Prior work has explored di-

verse self-supervision cues such as predicting the spatial-

context [12], colorization [71], equivariance to transforma-

tions [18, 44]; alongside unsupervised techniques such as

clustering [6, 72], generative modelling [14, 32], and exem-

plar learning [15]. We adopt some of these SSL losses in

our framework at the frame-level.

Learning image representations from videos More rel-

evant to our contribution is the body of literature on SSL

of image representations from videos. The temporal con-

text of frames in video data has been widely exploited.

For example, [40, 35, 16, 5, 64] make use of the order in

which frames appear in a video. Other forms of temporal

context include its combination with spatial context [63],

and the use of spatio-temporal co-occurrence statistics [28].

Orthogonal to these efforts, which attempt to be selec-

tive of the differences between frames, prior work along

the lines of slow feature analysis [65, 73] also exploited

videos as a means of learning invariant representations.

Temporal coherence was exploited in a co-training setting

by early work [41] on learning convolutional neural net-

works (CNNs) for visual object recognition and face recog-

nition. Slow and steady feature analysis [30] attempts to

learn representations that exhibit higher order temporal co-

herence. This object deformation signal can be separated

from global camera motion by tracking objects using unsu-

pervised methods. These tracked patches have been used to

learn image representations [62]. Tracking may also be re-

placed by spatio-temporally matched region proposals [17].

Motivated by these works, we explore learning invariances

from temporal information in video pixels.

Some of the earliest work making use of temporal con-

sistency used future frame prediction [56] as a pretext task.

A more challenging version of this task is single frame fu-

ture synthesis. The ambiguity in single-frame prediction

has been side-stepped via time-agnostic prediction [29],

motion segmentation [47], cross-pixel matching [38], and

by giving the model a motion cue as input [70]. The latter

two require distilling the temporal information from video

pixels into optical-flow fields.

Optical flow has been treated as a separate modality from

the RGB pixels in a multi-modal setting [51, 60]. Beyond

optical-flow, videos on the web are inherently multi-modal,

as they contain audio and subtitles. Multi-modal learning

methods that combine vision and audio [42, 9, 46, 3], and

vision and text [57] achieve better performance than uni-

modal baselines. In a robotics setting, RGB pixels may

be considered together with ego-motion [2, 31]. Time-

contrastive networks [53] consider two views of the same

action to learn invariant representations.

Doersch et al. [13] show that motion-based SSL may

be combined with other self-supervision cues namely ex-

emplar, colorization, and spatial-context, to pre-train mod-

els that perform better than each of these cues individu-

ally. Taking inspiration from their success our framework

presents a synergistic combination of SSL methods.

Transferable representations Fine-tuning models pre-
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Figure 1: (left) Illustration of the frame-, shot-, and video-level encoding pipeline used in this work. Each frame xi
k,ℓ

is encoded using the frame encoder f . The frame embeddings f(xi
k,ℓ) are then aggregated for each shot using a pooling

function p to obtain shot embeddings eik. Predictions on the video level are then computed using the prediction functions gm.

(right) Intuitively, we want to choose frame/shot- and video-level losses that embed frames from the same shot close to each

other and frames from different shots or videos far apart, while encouraging shot embeddings from the same video to be

predictive of each other using (simple) prediction functions.2

trained on ImageNet labels is a popular strategy for trans-

ferring representations to new tasks [26]. Kornblith et al.

[34] show that better supervised models tend to transfer bet-

ter when fine-tuned. Other supervised learning benchmarks

focus on performance on multiple data sets, either via trans-

fer learning, meta-learning, or multi-task learning [49, 61].

In the representation learning literature, models are usually

evaluated in-domain, typically on ImageNet [70, and

references therein]. However, self-supervised models are

now performing well on tasks such as surface normal

estimation, detection, and navigation [19]. The VTAB

benchmark evaluates the transferability of representations

beyond object classification in the natural image domain

to many domains and task semantics such as counting and

localization [69]. Similarly, recent developments in natural

language processing (NLP) have lead to representations

that transfer effectively to many diverse tasks [11].

3. Learning video-induced visual invariances

We start by giving an overview of the proposed frame-

work in Sec. 3.1, and discuss frame/shot-level and video-

level losses in detail in Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3, respectively.

3.1. Overview

We consider a data set X containing N videos, each

composed of multiple shots. For simplicity of exposition

we assume that each video consists of K shots, and each

shot has L frames. If we denote the ℓ-th frame in the k-

th shot of video i by xi
k,ℓ, we can write the data set as

X = {xi
1:K,1:L}

N
i=1. Our framework consists of a frame-

2Video credit: https://vimeo.com/362621732 and

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Buck_Bunny.

encoder f , a frame embedding pooling function p, and one

or multiple shot-level prediction functions gm (see Fig. 1).

The pooling function computes an embedding eik of the k-

th shot in video i by feeding each frame through the frame

encoder and applying the pooling function,

eik = p(f(xi
k,1), . . . , f(x

i
k,L)).

The pooling function can have different forms, ranging

from simple average pooling to attention pooling taking the

values of the individual frame embeddings f(xi
k,ℓ) into ac-

count. Shot-level prediction functions are trained to predict

pretext (label-free) targets from shot embeddings.

We define a frame/shot-level loss and a video-level loss

to learn invariances at different levels of abstraction. More

specifically, the frame/shot-level loss takes the form

LS =
∑

i,k

LS(f(x
i
k,1), . . . , f(x

i
k,L); y

i
k,1, . . . , y

i
k,L),

where yik,ℓ are shot-level pretext labels and LS is a shot-level

loss that can be instantiated as only acting on the frame level

in the sense of LS decomposing into a sum over the frames

ℓ = 1, . . . , L (see Sec. 3.2 for concrete instantiations of the

losses). The video-level loss is given by

LV =
∑

i,m

LV(gm(ei1, . . . , e
i
K)); yim), (1)

where the yim are video-level pretext labels and LV is a

video-level loss (see Sec. 3.3 for concrete losses). The to-

tal loss is then given by LSSL = LS + λLV, where λ > 0
balances the shot level and video level losses. LSSL is mini-

mized jointly w.r.t. the parameters of f , p, and gm.
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Co-training with labeled images We also consider the

case where one has access to a limited number of labeled

images in addition to the video data. Combining image-

based SSL losses with a supervised loss applied to a subset

of the images was studied previously by [68]. They found

that this approach leads to a state-of-the-art semi-supervised

models, and improves the performance of supervised mod-

els when all images are labeled. Here, we consider the re-

lated setup where the SSL loss is computed on video data,

and the supervised loss is based on image data from a differ-

ent data set. Specifically, we additionally apply f followed

by a linear classifier to mini-batches of labeled images and

compute the cross-entropy loss LSUP between the predic-

tions and the image labels. The total loss is then computed

as LSSL + γLSUP, where γ > 0 balances the contributions

of the self-supervised and supervised loss terms.

Relation to prior work We are not aware of prior work

using the natural hierarchy of frame, shot, and video-level

invariances in videos for self-supervised image representa-

tion learning. Further, our approach is geared towards re-

ducing the need for curated datasets and expensive labeling

procedures. In contrast, many existing methods for learning

image representations from video data often rely on short

curated videos consisting of single clips, or even the treat

training set as a bag of frames [7, 13].

3.2. Learning shotlevel invariances

To define the frame/shot-level loss LS, we propose to

build on any SSL loss designed for images, such as classify-

ing exemplars [15], solving jigsaw puzzles of image patches

[43], or rotation prediction [18]. For learning shot-induced

invariances, one can take two approaches:

(i) apply the image-based SSL loss independently to each

frame so that the shot-induced invariances are learned

implicitly through the combination of pooling function

and video-level prediction task, or

(ii) explicitly ensure that the embeddings of the frames

from the same shot are similar by adding a triplet or

a contrastive loss to the image-based SSL loss.

In this work, in the spirit of approach (i) we consider SSL

by rotation prediction [18] without additional explicit shot-

level loss. To explore approach (ii) we rely on a variant of

exemplar SSL [15], where each image is associated with a

different class, and a feature extractor is trained to classify

each image into its own class after heavily augmenting it

(random cropping, rotation, contrast, and color shifts). Fol-

lowing [12, 33], to scale this approach to hundreds of mil-

lions of images (frames), we employ a triplet loss [52] en-

couraging augmentations of the same image to be close and

augmentations of different images to be far apart. To learn

invariances from different frames of the same shot, rather

than picking a random frame from the shot and applying M

random augmentations to it, we pick M consecutive frames

from the same shot and augment each frame once. As a

result, our feature extractor learns both the invariances in-

duced by temporal variation in video as well as those in-

duced by the data augmentation.

3.3. Learning videolevel invariances

In contrast to action recognition networks, which learn

video representations that have to be discriminative w.r.t.

changes between frames, our framework targets learning

representations that are invariant to such changes. Never-

theless, discriminative tasks useful for learning representa-

tions for action recognition, such as predicting whether a se-

quence of frames is played forward or backward [64], ver-

ifying whether the frames are ordered or shuffled [40], or

predicting features corresponding to future frames [21], can

be useful to learn abstract transferable representations when

applied to sensibly chosen groups of aggregated frames.

Following this intuition, our framework allows to apply

any of these tasks to shot embeddings, rather than individ-

ual frame embeddings. Despite being discriminative at the

video level, these tasks encourage the representation to be

invariant to all except those cues that are necessary for the

pretext task; and hence indirectly induce invariances. For

example, determining whether a sequence of shot embed-

dings is played forward or backward requires understanding

of the high-level semantics of the scene and objects in each

shot. Similarly, predicting future shot embeddings from the

past ones encourages learning an abstract summary of each

shot. In this work we will explore these two approaches.

For shot order prediction, we randomly reverse the order

of the shot embeddings and train a prediction function g to

predict the shot order from concatenated shot embeddings,

i.e., LV in (1) is the cross-entropy loss and yim is 1 if the

sequence of shot embeddings is reversed and 0 otherwise.

To train g to predict future shot embeddings, we rely on

noise-contrastive estimation [20]. Specifically, we use the

embeddings of the shots ei1, . . . , e
i
k to obtain a prediction

êik+m of the embedding eik+m of the shot m steps in the fu-

ture. Then, LV should quantify the quality of the prediction,

which we accomplish using the InfoNCE loss [45]

LNCE = −
1

N

∑

i

log
eg(ê

i
k+m,eik+m)

1
N

∑
j e

g(êi
k+m

,e
j

k+m
)
, (2)

where g is trained to assign high scores to pairs of shot em-

beddings from the same video, and low values to embed-

dings computed from different videos.3 Note that the terms

in (2) can, up to an additive constant, be seen as the cross-

entropy loss of an N -class classification problem where the

correct label is i, so that we could reformulate the loss in

the form (1) using class labels yi.

3In practice, we use all shot embeddings from the other videos, not only

those at time step k +m, which is known to improve performance [45].
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4. Experimental setup

Our experiments encompass two training phases, which

we refer to as upstream and downstream. First, in the up-

stream phase, we train our models on video (and image)

data using the methods proposed in the previous section.

Then, we fine-tune those trained models on a set of down-

stream problems in the second phase. We focus on the chal-

lenging scenario in which the downstream data is limited,

and use only 1000 examples for each downstream task [69].

Upstream training We train on the videos in the YT8M

data set [1], which consists of millions of YouTube video

IDs with over 3800 visual entities. We downloaded approx-

imately 4.7M of these videos sampled at 1 Hz and split them

into a training set of 3.7M and a testing set of 1M videos.

We further split the videos into shots using a simple strat-

egy based on color histograms, similarly to [39] (see Ta-

ble 5 in the supplementary material for data set statistics).

No other pre-processing or filtering is performed as we tar-

get learning from real-world videos in the wild. We also

present results of several baseline approaches applied to a

data set obtained by selecting a single random frame from

each video, which we refer to as YT8M frames.

Furthermore, in the co-training experiments we also

use (a class-balanced fraction of) the ImageNet (ILSVRC-

2012) training set [10].

Downstream evaluation To evaluate the learned repre-

sentations, we use the data sets and follow the protocol

of the VTAB Version 1 (arXiv:1910.04867v1) [69].4 This

protocol consists of 19 tasks categorized into three groups

as follows (details and references are in the appendix).

• Natural — Six classical image classification problems

on natural images (data sets: Caltech101, CIFAR-100,

DTD, Flowers102, Pets, Sun397 and SVHN).

• Specialized — Image classification on data captured

using specialist equipment, from the remote-sensing

(data sets: Resisc45, EuroSAT) and medical (data sets:

Patch Camelyon, Diabetic Retinopathy) domains.

• Structured — Eight tasks to predict properties of the

objects appearing in an image (how many there are,

their relative position and distance), on both ren-

dered (Clevr, dSprites, SmallNORB, DMLab) and real

(KITTI) data.

For each of these 19 tasks and each model that we pro-

pose, we launch a sweep over 4 hyper-parameters (learning

rates and schedules, as in the lightweight mode of [69]).

Then, we choose the models that had the best validation

accuracy when averaged over these 19 tasks. These best-

performing models are then re-trained for each data set on

4Please see Appendix E for Version 2 (arXiv:1910.04867v2) results;

the relative improvements of our methods over baselines and the conclu-

sions are similar.

1000 random points from the union of the train and valida-

tion set and evaluated on the testing set. To account for the

randomness coming from the initialization of the fresh clas-

sification head and the order in which the data appears, we

repeated this evaluation scheme three times and report the

median test set accuracy (following [69]).

Architectures and training details The frame encoder

f is modeled using the ResNet-50 v2 [23] architecture with

BatchNorm [27]. We also investigated the effect of model

capacity by widening the network by a factor of three. To

avoid mismatch in batch statistics between the two data

sources, in the co-training experiments we replace Batch-

Norm with GroupNorm [66] and also standardize [48] the

weights of the convolutions. We construct mini-batches by

sampling either 2 or 4 consecutive shots from each video

(dropping those videos with fewer shots), and randomly

select 8 consecutive frames for exemplar-based shot-level

SSL and 4 consecutive frames rotation-based frame-level

SSL. For the LNCE loss, when we sample 2 shots, we pre-

dict the embedding of one from the embedding of the other

one using a multilayer perceptron (MLP), i.e., the function

g in (2) has the form g(e, e′) = φ1(e)
⊤φ2(e

′), where φ1, φ2

are MLPs with a single hidden layer with 256 units. In the

experiments with 4 shots, we use a Long Short-Term Mem-

ory (LSTM) prediction function with 256 hidden units to

predict every shot embedding from the previous ones. We

use temporal order prediction only together with exemplar-

based SSL and for data with 2 shots per video, relying on

a single-hidden-layer MLP with 512 hidden units as pre-

diction function. Throughout, we rely on (parameter-free)

average pooling for p. For both frame and shot-level SSL

approaches we use the augmentation mechanism from [58].

For models co-trained with a supervised loss based on a

fraction of ImageNet we additionally use the same HSV-

space color randomization as [68].

We also perform experiments where we replace the aug-

mentation mechanism from [58] with AutoAugment (AA),

which is an augmentation policy learned using a reinforce-

ment learning algorithm from the full ImageNet data set.

While this can cause label leakage when applied to unsu-

pervised methods, we investigate it to understand how these

automatically learned invariances compare to those induced

by shot-based augmentation which are label-free.

In all cases we choose the batch size such that the prod-

uct of the number of videos and the number of shots is

2048, i.e., NK = 2048. We train all unsupervised models

for 120k iterations, using stochastic gradient descent (SGD)

with a learning rate of 0.8 and momentum 0.9, multiplying

the learning rate by 0.1 after 90k and 110k iterations. The

co-trained models are trained for 100k iterations, and the

schedule as well as the batch size is chosen depending on

the amount of labeled data used. For the weight λ (and γ

for co-trained models) we sweep over at most four different
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Figure 2: VTAB 1000 example mean score and per-category mean score of exemplar SSL from YT8M frames (Ex-YT-F),

with additional shot-level self-supervision (Ex-YT-S), the proposed method with InfoNCE video-level prediction across 4

shots (VIVI-Ex(4)) and additionally 3×wider architecture (VIVI-Ex(4)-Big). Both shot and video-level losses improve the

overall score, with the gains coming mostly from higher mean accuracy on the natural and structured subsets.

values. A complete description of all hyper-parameters and

architectures can be found in the appendix.

Baselines We train a rotation and exemplar baseline

model on ImageNet and a data set obtained by sampling one

frame from each video in our training set (YT8M frames).

We use the same training protocol as [33] for the respective

methods except that we increase the batch size to 2048 and

stretch the schedule to 120k iterations to be comparable to

our methods. Furthermore, for the exemplar-based model

we ablate the video-level prediction task, which amounts to

treating the shots independently and only using the frames

from the same shot as exemplars. In addition, we consider 3

baselines from [69]: A standard ResNet-50 v2 pretrained on

ImageNet (achieving top-1/top-5 accuracy of 75.5%/92.6%

on the ImageNet validation set), the exemplar model trained

on ImageNet with 10% class-balanced labeled data from

[68] (Semi-Ex-10%), which achieves state-of-the-art semi-

supervised accuracy on ImageNet, and the rotation model

trained on ImageNet with all labels [68] (Sup-Rot-100%).

We further compare against three prior works that

learn image representations from video data: The mo-

tion segmentation (MS) [47] and the multi-task SSL (MT-

SSL) models from [13], and the transitive invariance (TI)

model from [63]. MS learns representations based on a

foreground-background segmentation pretext task. The seg-

mentation maps are derived using an off-the-shelf offline

video segmentation algorithm. MT-SSL combines MS and

three other self supervision objectives to train a multi-task

network. Its representation derives from a combination

of colorization, spatial context, and motion segmentation

cues. The MS and MT-SSL models fine-tuned in this eval-

uation have a ResNet-101 [22] architecture up to the third

block. TI builds a graph combining intra-instance and inter-

instance edges and exploits transitivity to learn invariant

representations. The intra-instance edges are obtained by

tracking patches in videos. We fine-tune their publicly

available pre-trained VGG-16 [55] checkpoint. We refer

the reader to the supplementary material for implementa-

tion details regarding the evaluation of these baselines.

5. Results

In this section we focus on the low sample-size regime,

i.e., when each downstream data set consists of 1000 sam-

ples, and discuss the performance on the full data sets in the

supplementary material (Table 4). In brief, the ranking of

the methods according to the VTAB mean score using all

examples is similar to the ranking according to the VTAB

1000 example mean score. Further, here we only present the

best configuration (w.r.t. the number of shots K and choice

of prediction function) for each of our VIVI learning ap-

proaches, and defer the results for other configurations to

the supplementary material (Table 4). We also present an

evaluation of the proposed methods on object detection in

the supplementary material.

5.1. Selfsupervised learning

Exemplar Fig. 2 shows the results for our models and the

exemplar-based baselines. The baseline trained on YT8M

frames only (Ex-YT-F), without leveraging any temporal in-

formation, achieves a mean VTAB 1000 example score of

59.4%. Exploiting the temporal variations within shots to

create exemplars (Ex-YT-S) increases that score by about

1.9 points. Further, adding the video-level prediction loss

on top adds another 1.2 points. It hence appears that lever-

aging both shot- and video-level invariances using our ap-

proach leads to significant gains over just using frames. In

addition, increasing the model capacity (using a 3×wider

model) leads to another increase by 0.8 points. Note that

this model is only 2.0 points behind the semi-supervised

model from [68] (Semi-Ex-10%) which uses 128k labeled

images from ImageNet for training (cf. Table 1). The gains

mostly come from improvements on the natural and struc-
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Figure 3: Comparison of the VTAB 1000 example mean score of the proposed method with exemplar frame/shot-level SSL

and InfoNCE video-level prediction across 4 shots (VIVI-Ex(4), and with a 3× wider architecture (VIVI-Ex(4)-Big)), with

ImageNet-based exemplar (Ex-ImageNet) and rotation (Rot-ImageNet) baselines, as well as the multi-task SSL model from

[13]. Our models outperform all baselines on average, and in particular on the structured data sets.

tured data sets, whereas video-level losses do not notably

improve the score on the specialized data sets (see Fig. 2).

We observed the largest gains when using LNCE with K = 4
shots and more modest improvements for LNCE and tempo-

ral order prediction with K = 2 shots.

Rotation Similarly to the exemplar experiments, we ob-

serve gains of 2.0 points in the mean VTAB 1000 exam-

ple score over the frame-based baseline (Rot-YT-F) when

using a video-level prediction task (VIVI-Rot in Table 2).

The gains are smaller for K = 2 than for K = 4 shots

when combined with LNCE, and temporal order prediction

was not effective when combined with rotation prediction

as frame-level loss for both K ∈ {2, 4}. We emphasize

that the frame encoder trained via rotation SSL on YT8M

frames performs considerably worse than the same model

trained on ImageNet. This is not surprising as ImageNet

images are carefully cropped and the data has a balanced

class distribution. By contrast, frames sampled from YT8M

are less balanced in terms of content and arguably provide

many shortcuts for the rotation task such as black borders,

overlaid logos, frames with text, or lack of orientation cues.

Effect of AutoAugment (AA) Table 2 shows the effect of

using AA [8] instead of the augmentation mechanism from

[58]. The effect is strongest on the frame-based baselines,

increasing the VTAB 1000-example score by at least 2, and

weakest on models involving shot- and video-level losses,

where the increase is between 0.5 and 1.5 points. Hence,

the invariances induced by AA are, to some degree, comple-

mentary to the proposed shot- and video-level losses. How-

ever, note that AA is trained on labeled ImageNet images,

which might introduce label leakage. Hence, methods rely-

ing on AA should not be considered fully unsupervised.

Comparison with related work Fig. 3 presents a sum-

mary of the comparison with baselines. We omit MS and

TI as they obtain a VTAB 1000 example mean score com-

parable to relative patch location prediction [12] and jigsaw

[43] SSL trained on ImageNet. These two methods have

a significantly lower VTAB 1000 example score than the

EXEMPLAR ROTATION

YT-F YT-S VIVI(4) VIVI(4)-BIG YT-F VIVI

W/O AA 59.4 61.3 62.5 63.3 56.9 58.9

AA 61.8 62.8 63.0 64.4 58.9 59.9

Table 2: Effect of replacing the data augmentation mecha-

nism from [58] with AA. Video-induced invariances learned

by our method are complementary to AA in the sense that

applying AA to different variants of our method consis-

tently leads to improvements.

MT-SSL model, as well as rotation and exemplar SSL. Our

VIVI models clearly outperform both the ImageNet base-

line and the MT-SSL model. The score obtained by MT-

SSL is comparable to that obtained by rotation-based SSL

trained on ImageNet, which in turn scores 1.4 points higher

than exemplar-based SSL. Both our models and MT-SSL

significantly outperform rotation and exemplar-based SSL

on the structured data sets, whereas the ImageNet-based ex-

emplar baseline obtains the highest mean score on the spe-

cialized data sets.

5.2. Cotraining with ImageNet

In Table 1 we compare the scores obtained by our

exemplar-based co-training models with the baselines from

[69]. Our model with frame/shot-level and video-level

losses and a wider architecture (VIVI-Ex(4)-Big) reduces

the gap between exemplar trained on ImageNet and the

strong Semi-Ex-10% semi-supervised baseline model by

more than a factor of 2. Moreover, our model co-trained

with 10% labeled ImageNet examples (class-balanced, no

additional unlabeled ImageNet examples are used) outper-

forms both the Semi-Ex-10% baseline and the ImageNet

pre-trained ResNet-50 on the VTAB 1000 examples mean

score. Using the entire labeled ImageNet training set for

co-training yields an increase of 2.1 points. Finally, scal-

ing up the architecture and applying AA to pre-process the

ImageNet data adds 2.3 points, leading to a clear new state
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Figure 4: Per-data set comparison of our exemplar-based

unsupervised model (VIVI-Ex(4)) and its counterpart co-

trained with the full ImageNet data set (VIVI-Ex(4)-

Co(100%)). The accuracy on most of the natural (red) and

specialized (green) data sets improves, with the largest im-

provements observed on the latter, while the accuracy de-

creases for about half of the structured data sets (blue).

of the art on the VTAB benchmark. The largest gains from

using (a subset of) ImageNet can generally be observed on

the natural data sets, whereas the gains on the specialized

and structured data sets are significantly lower. This result

is not surprising given that many data sets in the natural cat-

egory are semantically similar to ImageNet. Fig. 4 shows

the per-data set increase/decrease in the VTAB 1000 exam-

ple score when adding a classification loss computed on the

entire ImageNet data set to VIVI-Ex(4).

Robustness to video perturbations Our co-trained mod-

els are trained to both recognize 1000 ImageNet cate-

gories and be invariant to deformations found in video data.

We therefore expect model predictions to be stable across

neighbouring frames in a video. To measure if this is indeed

the case, we evaluate our VIVI-Ex(4)-Co(100%) model on

the ImageNet-Vid-Robust [54] benchmark. This benchmark

measures the drop in accuracy under a stricter definition

of the 0-1 loss using videos from the ImageNet-Vid data

set [50]. Given a set of frames, the prediction on an “an-

chor” frame is considered correct only if all neighboring

frames are predicted correctly. Intuitively, the drop in per-

formance going from standard top-1 accuracy on anchor

frames to this stricter loss function is indicative of a lack in

model robustness. The lower the drop the more robust the

model. In Table 3 we observe that our co-trained model is

slightly more robust than its purely supervised counterpart,

although the results are still within error bars. This is simi-

lar to the difference in performance drop observed for fine-

tuning on ImageNet-Vid as reported in the benchmark pa-

per itself [54, Table 1]. These initial results suggest that our

co-training approach leads to a similar effect as fine-tuning,

despite the domain shift between YT8M and ImageNet-Vid.

Model Type

Accuracy

Original

Accuracy

Perturbed ∆

ImageNet 68.0 [65.2, 70.7] 49.9 [46.9, 52.9] 18.1

VIVI-Ex(4)-Co(100%) 62.2 [59.3, 65.1] 46.3 [43.3, 49.2] 15.9

Table 3: ImageNet-Vid-Robust evaluation: We evaluate

our VIVI-Ex(4)-Co(100%) model (co-trained using all la-

beled images available in the ImageNet training set), on the

ImageNet-Vid-Robust benchmark [54]. Accuracy original

is the top-1 accuracy measured on “anchor” frames. Accu-

racy perturbed is the PM-10 accuracy from the benchmark.

It is the worst case accuracy defined over neighbouring 20

frames [54] around each “anchor” frame. ∆ is the absolute

difference between these two. On this benchmark, lower

difference is better. The small text in gray corresponds to

the Clopper-Pearson confidence interval.

It seems that robustness to natural perturbations in videos is

extremely challenging and worth investigating in the future.

6. Conclusion

We propose and evaluate a versatile framework for learn-

ing transferable, data-efficient image representations by ex-

ploiting video-induced visual invariances at different levels

of granularity. The framework can be instantiated with any

image-based SSL loss at the frame/shot-level and arbitrary

sequence prediction proxy tasks at the video-level. Our ex-

periments reveal that purely self-supervised models benefit

greatly from exploiting video-induced invariances, outper-

forming the SSL baselines trained on ImageNet by a large

margin, in particular on problems that require predicting the

structural properties of the data. Moreover, when augment-

ing the proposed framework with a supervised classification

loss, the resulting models outperform a standard ImageNet-

pretrained model using 10× fewer labeled examples, and

set a new state of the art on the VTAB benchmark when

co-trained with the full ImageNet data set.

Future research could target better understanding of how

the choice of losses and data sets used for upstream training

impacts the performance on different tasks in downstream

evaluation. While we found our co-trained models to be

somewhat more robust to natural perturbations induced by

videos than models trained only on images, further research

is needed on learning models that overcome robustness is-

sues related to perturbations induced by videos.
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